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A general method is developed for taking into account the effect of the medium on energy 
losses of fast particles traversing matter. The method is employed to solve the problem of 
the effect of absorption on bremsstrahlung of ultra-relativistic electrons. It is shown that at 
high energies the effect result in strong inhibition of bremsstrahlung in a certain frequency 
range. In lead, for example, inhibition occurs for E » 10 14 eV in the frequency range 
108 e V « w « 10-20 E 2 e V. Density effects are taken into account in the differential electron 
energy losses due to electron-positron pair production. 

DIFFERENT effects of the medium on the brem
sstrahlung of ultrarelativistic electrons have been 
recently considered in several papers. [1- 5J These 
effects are based on the fact that the length of the 
trajectory segment from which a quantum is radia
ted (coherent length), equal to 1) 

l (ffi fJ)- 1 A, 
0 ' - 2 1 - v cos tJ' 

(1) 

increases with increasing energy. Therefore at 
large E this length can become larger than the dis
tances over which the polarization of the medium 
is effective (the Ter-Mikaelyan effect), or larger 
than the multiple scattering length (the Landau
Pomeranchuk effect). 

With further increase in the electron energy, the 
coherent length becomes greater than the quantum 
mean free path, connected with the electron-posi
tron pair production, of the quantum in the medium. 
In this case the distances over which radiation 
takes place are determined by the radiation length. 
By the same token, the bremsstrahlung will be 
greatly inhibited. Landau and Pomeranchuk [1J 
pointed to the existence of this phenomenon, and a 
simpler estimate of the radiation intensity for this 
case was given later on [G]. 

The present work is devoted to a quantitative 
consideration of the influence of the absorption of 
quanta in the medium on the bremsstrahlung. We 
consider a frequency region much below the elec
tron energy, so that a classical description of the 
electromagnetic field can be used. 

Since greater lengths are of importance in this 
problem, the influence of the medium on the elec-

l)We use a system of units h = m = c = 1. 

tromagnetic field can be accounted for phenomeno
logically by introducing the dielectric constant E of 
the medium. The presence of absorption is mani
fest here in the non-vanishing of the imaginary part 
of the dielectric constant E". The value of E" (in 
the case when there is no spatial dispersion) is 
connected with the cross section for the absorption 
of quanta in the medium by the relation 

e" = najffi = ijLffi, (2) 

where a -integral cross section for pair produc
tion in the medium, n-nuclear density, w -frequency 
of the quantum, and L = (na)-1-radiation length. 
The appearance of the imaginary part of the dielec
tric constant signifies that the particle radiation 
field attenuates exponentially at large distances. 
Therefore the usual analysis of radiation, in which 
the flux of electromagnetic energy at infinity is 
used, cannot be employed in this problem. We seek 
instead the field energy, of frequency w, absorbed 
by the entire medium per unit time. This quantity, 
obviously, coincides with the differential energy 
losses of the particle. 

1. The energy absorbed per unit volume of the 
substance in a unit time interval is determined by 
the following expression (see [7J): 

dw = __!_ R (E an + H aB) 
dt 4:n: e at at · (3) 

For fields it is convenient to use an expansion in a 
Fourier 4-integral 

E = ~ Ekeikx d4k, D = ~ e(k) Ekeikxd4k. (4) 

(The appearance of spatial dispersion of E is the 
consequences of the need for taking into account the 
dependence of the cross section for the absorption 
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of virtual quanta on k~ = w 2 - k2 .) Substituting (4) 
in (3) and integrating over the entire 4-volume, we 
get 

W = 4~ Re ~ d4x ( E 88~ + H ~~ ) 
00 

= ~ ffi dffi ~ d3k e"(k) I Ek 12 • (5) 
0 

(The permeability 1.J. of the substance is assumed 
equal to unity.) Consequently the wave energy of 
frequency w absorbed in medium during the entire 
time of the process is 

Ww=ffi~d3ke"(k)IEkl2 • (6) 

To obtain the differential energy losses of the 
particle we must substitute for Ek in (6) the solution 
of Maxwell's equations in the medium for an arbi
trarily moving charge: 

Ek = ~ e \ dt [ffiv (t) - k (kv) Jei(wt-kr(t)). (7) 
4:rt3 k 2 - ew2 J ew 

We thus obtain 

we2 \' e" (k) \" , [ k (kv) J 
W w= (4n•)• j d3k I k• _ ew•(• J~ dtdt (t)V (f) - BW 

X [ ffiV (t') - k8~~) J exp { iffi (t - t') - ik [r (t) - r (t')]}. 

(8) 

Making a change of variable t - t and - T 

= t - t' , and introducing the notation 

v (t) = v, r (t) := r, 

v (t + ,;) = v', r (t + 't') := r', 

we obtain 

T oo 

Ww= (4~")"w ~ ~~~= e" ~ dt ~ d't'{exp (- iw't' + ik (r' - r)) 
-T o 

[( ) ( ') + J l2 4 [nv) [nv') J + } X nv nv e w \k•-ew•l• c.c., (9)* 

where n-unit vector in the k direction. 
Expression (9) must be averaged over all ~ossi

ble particle trajectories. Following Migdal [4_, we 
arrive at the following expression for the average 
differential particle energy losses per unit time: 

[( ) ( ') + I !2 4 [nv) [nv'] J 
X nv nv e w I k•- ew• I• ' (10) 

*[nv] = n x v, (nv)= n •v. 

where 8-angle between the directions of v and v' ; 
f_k -Fourier component of the distribution func
tion f, satisfying the equation 

8:~k- i (kv') /-k = qb.af-k (11) 

with initial condition f--k (T = 0) = 6(8); q-mean 
square of the multiple scattering angle: 

q = 4nn (Ze2) 2 E-2 In (191Z-'I•). (12) 

We note that, unlike in [4 ~, w and k are not connec
ted in (10) by the usual relation, and that integration 
is carried out with respect to k. 

If there are no collisions (q = 0) we have 

/-k = b (6) eikv~, 

and (10) yields (for E determined by the polariza
tion of the atomic shells) the known expression for 
the ionization losses in the medium [rJ. On the 
other hand, as E"- 0 (in the absence of absorp
tion), the first term in the curly brackets vanishes, 
and the function o(k- w Vt) appears in the second, 
so that (1 0) goes over into Migdal's expression for 
bremsstrahlung [4J. In the case of high energies and 
large frequencies of interest to us, the first term 
in (10) is always significant. The expression for 
Qw then assumes the form 

Q. - e•ws R \d3kd d6 e• (k) -iw~ [ ] [ '] f (13) 
w- no e .l ,; I k• _ ew>l"f e nv nv -k· 

2. The solution of (11) can be obtained by the 
La~lace method, in a manner similar to that used 
in 4J. The result is 

· 4e•w3 1 e" k2dk . 
Qw= --2 - Re \ I k• _ 212 hm u (p); n , ew p-+O 

p 

u(p) = i I k 

p•-p~ 
( PI+ P 

Pt-P 
) ~'- \' (1 + i ...!'!...~) (P1 - P)~'- do 

.) 4qp Pt + p ' ' 
Po (14) 

Pl = -i- (1 + i) Yk!q, !.1. = (1 + i) s, 

s = (w - 'kv)/4. V qk. (15) 

The integration contour is chosen from the condi
tion of analyticity of u (p) in the right half-plane 
Rep> 0: 

s > - 1, Po = P1; s<-1, Po= -PI· 

Using the direction shown in Fig. 1 and substi-
tuting (15) in (14), we get 

· 4e2w3 \ dk e• fqk { Ill (s) Q =-- 8(s+1)--
"' n• • (k•- e'w•)• + e"•w4 6s 

+ 8 (- s - 1) [ Ill ~-:- s) - 4.ns]} . (16) 
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FIG. 1 

Here cf>(s) is a function introduced by Migdal [4]: 

()() 

rn ( ) = 24 2 { _!_ \ -~x cos s:x: +sin sx d 
w 8 8 8s ,\ e ch2 (xI 2) X 

0 

()() 

+ (' -sx sin sx d 1t } .le SiiX x-T' (17) 
0 

() (x)-unit function; E' and E"-real and imaginary 
parts of the dielectric constant. 

At high frequencies, the real part of the dielec
tric constant is close to unity, but to take into ac
count the Ter-Mikaelyan effect and to correctly 
determine the boundaries of the regions, it is neces
sary to retain in E' the term that accounts for the 
polarization in the medium: 

w~ = 4:rtne~. (18) 

The imaginary part of the dielectric constant is 
determined by pair production. The denominator 
of the integrand in (16) has a resonant character 
with a peak half-width E"w « 1/w. Therefore the 
function E "(k), which is slowly varying in this 
region, can be taken at the point k = w. Here, as 
already noted, 

e" = ncr/w = i!Lw. 

It is easy to see that as q--. 0 there remains in 
the expression for Qw only the term connected 
with 47Ts. This term describes the differential 
electron energy losses to pair production. Such a 
correspondence is maintained also when q "" 0. 
Therefore Qw is best represented in the form of 
a sum of two terms: 

· b_ 4e2w2 -.r-\ F(s) 
Q.,- n•L Y qw .l dk (k2 - e'w2) 2 + w2 I L• 

· p 4e2w2 \ kv - w 
Q.,=--;trjdk (k•-e'w•)•+w•;L• fJ(-s-1); 

F (s) = e (s + 1) <D(s)/6s + e (- s - 1) <D(- s)/6s. 

(19) 

(19') 

(19') 

(20) 

3. Let us consider the quantity QE which des
cribes the electron energy losses to bremsstrah
lung. As indicated above, in the absence of absorp
tion, i.e., when L- 1 = 0, a 6-function appears under 

the integral sign in (19'): 

-.r- ')w• £-1 
b (Jc -w r e') =lim ':__(k•=-' •l•+ •L-2 

L- 1- 3 Jt BW ro 

and consequently we obtain as a result of integra
tion 

· b 2e2 -.r:::-:-: 4e2 q 
Q., = n r qwF (so)= 3n 1- v Ve' <D (so), 

s0 = ~ (1 - v YB') Y w/q, (21) 

which coincides with the expression obtained by 
Migdall4• 5J. For non-vanishing L- 1 the coefficient 
of F (s) in the integrand as a finite width. In spite 
of this, (21) holds true if this width is narrower than 
the interval over which F (s) changes noticeably. 
In the opposite case, Migdal's result is incorrect. 

An approximate plot of F against s is shown in 
Fig. 2. Outside the interval lsi < 1 the function 
F (s) is odd and decreases like 

F (s) = 1/6s, Is\ d: 1; 

The value of this function rises from unity at s = 0 
to F (-1) ~ 12.4 at s = -1. Thus, the significant 
values of F (s) lie in the interval Is I < 1. 

F(s} 

s 

FIG. 2 

For a comparison of the behavior of F (s) and 
the resonant denominator in (19'), we introduce the 
variable K = k - w R. The points s = ± 1 corres
pond to values of K equal to, respectively, 

X± = w~2w + w !2E2 + 4 .,rq;;;. (22) 

Consequently, the interval of the variable K in 
which the main change of F (s) takes place is 

~Xs = x_ - X+ = 8 Y q~, (23) 

and lies near the point 

x0 = w~l2w + w !2E2 • (24) 

The absorption of the quanta influences the 
bremsstrahlung in the case when the width of the 
resonant denominator ~Kp = 1/L becomes larger 
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than the width of the function F (s). This occurs if 
the following two inequalities are satisfied: 

~Xs ~ ~Xp, X0 ~-+ ~Xp. (25) 

From the first relation we get 2l 

w ~Lw5E2!E~, (26) 

where Ec = (4rr /e2 ) t/ 2 x 4.5 Lw 0 • For the cross 
section of pair production by the photon in the field 
of the nucleus we have used the well known expres
sion (see [sl): 

a = 2: e2 (Ze2) 2 ln (191 Z-'1•), w ~ 1. (27) 

The second inequality in (25) implies 

(28) 

For the end-point frequencies determined from 
(26), condition (28) is satisfied automatically. With 
decreasing frequency, the first term in the right 
side increases, and we obtain 

w ~Lw~. (29) 

Inequalities (26) and (29) can be satisfied simul
taneously only if E » Ec. Thus, starting with 
these energies, in the frequency interval 

E~Ec, Lw5~w~LwgE2!E~ (30) 

the absorption influences the bremsstrahlung ap
preciably. (It must be borne in mind that at large 
frequencies, particularly for lead at w :<: 5 x 10 11 

e V, the radiation length L begins to depend on the 
quantum energy, owing to multiple scattering [sJ .) 

In calculating the radiation intensity the denom
inator of (19) can be taken in this case at the point 
k ~ w. In view of the fact that F (s) is odd for 
Is I ~ 1, the regions s > 1 and s < - 1 cancel each 
other out and make no contribution to the remaining 
integral. Elementary integration leads to the follow
ing formula: 

~ = 2ln (2 sbn):::::::; 2n. (31)* 

As expected, Qt turns out to be proportional to the 
radiation length. Substituting the (12) and (27) for 
q and a in (31), we arrive at the expression (in the 
system of units where n = c = 1) 

(32) 

apart from a coefficient [as in (30)], which coin
cides with the expression obtained by Galitski'l and 
Gurevich from simple considerations [GJ. 

2 >For lead w0 60 eV; Lw; 1.2 x 108 eV; Ec 1.7 x 1014 

eV. 
*sh =sinh. 

If the following conditions are satisfied 

~Xs ~ ~Xp, 

~x. ~ ~Xp, 

x0~ + ~xp; 
X 0 ~-+ ~Xp 

we obtain inequalities that are inverse to (29) and 
(26) respectively: 

(33) 

(34) 

Now F (s) is a continuous function in the essential 
region of integration with respect to k. In the first 
case (33) s » 1, w 6 » w 2 /E 2 , and we arrive at the 
result of Ter-Mikaelyan [3l. In the second case 
s « 1, and consequently in the region of (34) the 
Landau-Pomeranchuk formula is valid [2J. 

4. An allowance for the density effects is essen
tial also when processes connected with pair pro
duction by a fast electron in the medium are con
sidered. With the aid of (18) we can represent 
formula (19") for the differential electron energy 
losses to pair production in the form 

(35) 

The choice of w 2 - kin = - T) 2 as the upper limit, 
where T) is of the order of unity, is due to the 
character of the behavior of a (k) for large k. It is 
obvious that in the method equivalent photons this 
corresponds to cutting off the integrals at 
k1m = T) (in the cgs esu system, k1m = T) me/h). 
Integration of (35) is easy and yields 

·p ~ ~ 
Q"' = ..-----L ln I . (36) 

.:.n (w2 I E2 + 8w l qw + w5)2 + w2 I £2 

From the point of view of the 'coherent length' lsJ 
this result is perfectly natural. 

The influence of the medium polarization will 
be the principal effect if 

(37) 

then 

(38) 

A detailed analysis of inequalities (37) shows 
that (38) is valid in the following frequency and 
energy regions: 

w ~Lw~. (39) 
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Analogously, it is easy to investigate also other li, 
limiting cases of (36). For example, multiple 
scattering plays the principal role if the following 
conditions are satisfied 

In this case we obtain 

w ~ Lw5 (E!Ec)'i•; 

w ~ Lw't,E2!E~. 

· p _ 2e2 (Lw0 E VL)'f, Q..,--1 ln'l'] ~- - . 
n~ "'c w w 

(40) 

(41) 

The interval (30) corresponds to the following 
result: 

(42) 

The known expression for Qair production by an 
ultrarelativistic electron [8J 

· p 2e2 E 
Q..,=-lll'l'j-nL w (43) 

remains valid only in a relatively narrow energy 
region 

E < L3w~E~, w ~ w0E; 

£3wgJE; < E < L3w'f;E;, w ~E~E2!£3w~. (44) 

It is easy to see that the boundaries of the corre
sponding effects are determined by the same in
equalities (39), (40), and (44) also for bremsstrah
lung. 

The qualitative variation of the differential 
electron energy loss in the medium with the fre
quency is shown in Fig. 3. 

10-J 1 
.x=wj£ 

FIG. 3 

In conclusion, the authors consider it their 
pleasant duty to thank I. I. Gurevich for interesting 
discussions. 
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